For example, it’s illegal to sell E.T. dolls in France
(dolls must have human faces), pee in the sea in
Portugal or bemoan the lack of sun during
Sweden’s winter. Though apparently it’s an urban
myth that Scrabble is illegal in Romania.

At Edivo Winery, north of
Dubrovnik, the wine spends two
years under the sea in clay urns.
The urns give the wine a
pinewood aroma and the water
not only cools, but also insulates
against vibrations. edivovina.hr

BELGIUM BOASTS MORE
COMIC-MAKERS THAN
ANYWHERE ELSE
BESIDES BEER AND chocolate, Belgium has another,
lesser-known claim to fame: it has more comic-strip artists
per square kilometre than any other country in the world.
According to the Belgian Comic Strip Center – a Brussels
institution that houses permanent exhibitions on Tintin’s
creator, Hergé, as well as a comic-book library – there are
more than 700 cartoonists resident in the country. The
so-called ‘ninth art’ is celebrated every September during
the capital’s Comic Book Festival and visitors can take part
in tours of the ‘comic book route’ – more than 40 city-centre
murals commemorating favourite Belgian characters,
including Olivier Rameau, Ric Hochet and Gaston Lagaﬀe.
Marnix Verduyn, aka cartoonist Nix, was recently invited
to add a mural to the route. Kinky & Cosy – his darkly funny
series about weird twin sisters – is so popular here there’s
even a street renamed after them. Nix says les bande
dessinée are an integral part of Belgian life. “All Belgian
children grow up reading comic books. It used to be Tintin,
The Smurfs and Gaston Lagaﬀe, now it’s Urbanus, Game Over
or Cowboy Henk. Comics are an important part of our
culture.” Many Belgian universities oﬀer degree courses in
graphic storytelling and most national newspapers print
comics. ”We’re a small country, but we’re strong in humour.”
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THE SEA
IS GOOD
FOR WINE

